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1.  
 
I remember the early Sunday mornings, but even more than that, I remember the bitter cold. It was 5:45 in the 
morning in the middle of winter, the sky was still dark, the wind cut right through my mountain parka, and I 
was still half-asleep. But the papers needed to be stuffed, as we'd say. So I knelt on the hard tile in the 
entranceway of a high-end stereo store with four sections of the Sunday New York Times in neat stacks before 
me. My job was simple and a no-brainier: I had to collate the op-ed, arts and leisure and business sections of the 
paper and insert them into the main news section--main sheet, we called it--creating one very thick volume of 
newsprint. For whatever reason, the papers were delivered to us in these four separate, bundled sections, the 
most substantial of which was the arts section that had been pre-stuffed, in New York most likely, with the 
paper's style section, magazine and book review. 
 
This was the mid-1970s, so I don't recall the actual price that was printed on the Sunday Times' cover, but I 
know that it was marked up. Maybe by a quarter, maybe even fifty cents a paper, to provide a nominal profit 
margin. We sold them for a dollar each and they often sold out. 
 
So there I was, kneeling in the alcove of the stereo store, Opus One, that was directly across the street from the 
corner newsstand where I was employed, at Fourth Avenue and Smithfield street. The newsstand was located 
next to a stop for the buses and streetcars that delivered a good number of our customers. Since Opus One was 
closed on Sundays, we had access to the shelter provided by the ceiling that spanned the storefront, a good thing 
on rainy and snowy days. Just as the mail must be delivered, the Sunday New York Times must be stuffed, and 
or must stay dry if it's to be sold. 
 
Downtown Pittsburgh in general, and the corner of Fourth and Smithfield specifically, were quiet and still on 
Sunday mornings before the sun rose and changed the sky from black to blue. I stuffed my papers in solitude, 
about a hundred of them, intermittently glancing at headlines and sneaking peeks at the inside pages as I went 
about my task. It was boring but necessary work, and it seemed to take forever on the coldest or mornings. On 
most Sundays, a television just inside the display window to my left was on, broadcasting a syndicated religious 
program hosted by a thick-set, reddish-haired Catholic priest. The audio wasn't piped outside, so I couldn't hear 
what he was saying. I also remember that there were a pair of white Advent speakers displayed behind the 
window glass, and a huge-screen TV with a three-lens projection unit--an innovative, new home theater product 
at the time--that was set up just inside the doorway. Something for rich people to install in their vast, well-
appointed homes. 
 
As I continued to stuff, the individual stacks of sections got smaller until I was down to my last paper. There 
was always one completed paper whose section front pages would be torn from the binding wire or twine that 
gnawed at them while they were being transported or tossed from delivery trucks. Once I finished stuffing, I 
arranged the completed papers in three or four stacks by the window and placed red bricks or heavy, iron 
weights on each stack so the papers wouldn't blow away if the wind was strong. And I returned across the street 
to the newsstand. 
 
2. 
 
The newsstand, which we simply called "the stand" was a self-contained, custom-made box--an enclosed shack, 
really--made of heavy wood and covered inside and out with a thick coat of dark green paint. It was utilitarian, 
not fancy, and it stood about six-and-a-half feet tall and was about six feet wide and three feet deep. When 
closed and locked, it resembled a homemade tool shed. The front-right panel of the shed was a door built in two 
separate sections, a top and a bottom that were each about three feet tall. Both sections had hinges on the right 



 

 

side that allowed them to open to the right and away from the stand. When the stand was operational, the top 
section was kept wide open, nearly flush against the right outer wall and tied with a piece of twine to a metal 
railing that ran behind the stand. Most of the time, the three-foot-high bottom door was kept closed with slide 
bolts, creating a sort of window into the stand. It only opened when someone entered or exited the stand or 
when a car stopped at the curb wanting "car hop" service, which happened frequently throughout the day. 
During the warm summer days, the bottom door would be kept open, and often one of the stand's employees 
would sit on a metal folding chair on the sidewalk in front of the door. 
 
Inside, the stand was essentially a little, self-contained store. About half of the space was dominated by three 
built-in wooden shelves that ran the length of the back wall and were sturdy enough to support stacks of 
newspapers, from the two local dailies to out-of-state papers and the daily Racing Form. If you ever delivered 
papers, you know how heavy stocks of newsprint can be. There was also one smaller shelf in the top left corner 
that held papers we saved for regular customers, each folded in three and secured with a rubber band and a 
worn, three-by-five index card with customer's name written in blue marker. The "saved" papers were almost 
always out-of-town editions, and our system assured regular customers that they'd get their preferred paper in 
the event those in the general stack sold out. There were about twenty customers who requested that we reserve 
their papers. The system represented reliable revenue so we were glad to oblige. 
 
Against the wall, at the back of the shelves, nailed-in horizontal strips of wood created makeshift pockets that 
displayed a variety of monthly magazines. These ranged from weekly favorites like Time, Newsweek, US News 
and World Report, People, and Sports Illustrated to all manner of monthly glossies. You name it, we probably 
sold it. Because of the stand's limited capacity for holding and displaying publications, we only received a small 
quantity of each magazine.  
 
Every now and then, a new magazine would be introduced, often to capitalize on a popular topic or trend. 
During the early 1970s, for example, as the country was experiencing a bit of an occult boom and movies like 
"The Exorcist" were drawing audiences to theaters, a magazine called Man, Myth and Magic was among those 
we sold. Edited by Richard Cavendish, a British historian who specialized in metaphysical areas of interest, the 
publication seemed to present an academic approach to such subjects. It didn't find an audience in downtown 
Pittsburgh, though maybe that was due to the dark, forbidding cover art. 
 
In addition to accommodations for newspapers and magazines, the newsstand had pockets built into the inside 
left and right walls that displayed a variety of gambling-related literature. Street gambling was quite popular, 
especially before the Pennsylvania Lottery was established, and a number of people often stopped by the 
newsstand to huddle with my boss, a low-level bookmaker. I got to know and be friendly with a number of the 
gamblers and a few bookies, and nearly all were nice to me. On the street, everyone is equal and accepting of 
each other--even a few publicly recognizable people who would stop by to place their wagers. They were 
discreet, almost never flashy, and none acted like big shots. A few were very good tippers, too. 
 
So we sold quite a few gambling-related items. These included the daily magazine-like program for The 
Meadows, a Washington County harness-racing track (now a casino and gaming complex). In harness racing, 
horses compete at a predetermined trot or pace while drivers seated behind them in sulkies (small, two-wheeled 
carriages) guided the horses along the mile-long run to the finish line. First opened in 1963, The Meadows was 
operated by the Washington Trotting Association. Ten years later, the track was purchased by a group led by 
Delvin Miller, a highly regarded trainer and driver. For harness racing fans, this was a momentous occasion. 
 
Horse racing was just one of the many gambling opportunities supported at the newsstand. We also carried a 
wide assortment of one-page, photocopied baseball, basketball and football "schedules" that allowed customers 
to plan and organize their bets related to these sports. In pockets on the opposite wall and just above our space 



 

 

heater were a wide and diverse variety of photocopied tip sheets that were bought by customers who enjoyed 
playing the numbers. The most popular of these by far were called Tip-Top Tips, a small, double-sided, half of 
an 8.5-by-11-inch page that were published weekly to provide tips for the stock number (pink paper) and the 
race number (green paper). Each cost cost fifteen cents. We also sold a somewhat extensive selection of dream 
books for numbers-players. These books had names like Stella's Lucky Seven, 3 Wise Men and Kansas City 
Kitty. 
 
Dream books, for the uninitiated, are small paperbacks that function as dream directories with lists of dream 
topics and corresponding three-digit numbers that many believe are associated with that particular dream. These 
books, which seem to have first appeared during the late-19th-century, were very popular. After waking from a 
memorable dream, a person would consult his or her dream book, find the three-digit number related to the 
dream topic, then hurry to play that number with the local bookie in hopes of "hitting" and receiving a payoff. 
At other times, they would dream of the number itself and play it. 
 
Even with our inventory of newspapers, magazines and tip sheets, the newsstand was large enough inside 
comfortably accommodate three people. When three employees were on duty, one would stand at the entrance 
behind the half-door, and that person would handle customer transactions and car hop duty. A second person 
would stand in the middle, partially obscured from bypasses' view, and a third person would be seated on a 
small, round stool against the left wall that held the tip cards. Among employees there was no hierarchy; we all 
shuffled our positions and regularly took turns selling at the door and sitting in the back. A small, electric space 
heater on the floor behind the stool kept the little wooden box toasty warm during long, cold winter days. 
 
Outside the newsstand, a large sheet of green-painted plywood, which leaned against the front of the structure, 
served as the magazine display. About thirty small hooks we're screwed into the front of the panel, and a 
selection of display copies of current magazines with large binder clips attached to their top edges, were hung 
on the hooks. To the left of the newsstand was a single floor stand that held a quantity of the National Enquirer, 
and to its left were a few wire racks that contained more tabloids and an assortment of the latest comic books. 
At the end of each day, the plywood sheet and the racks somehow were able to fit into the newsstand before it 
was locked up for the night. 
 
3. 
 
The newsstand was open seven days a week, 365 days a year. Each business day began at six a.m., which meant 
that whoever was working the morning shift had to be there no later than five forty-five to begin the morning 
ritual: open the stand, set up the racks, make sure there was adequate change in the cash drawer, and generally 
prepare the operation for the day ahead. The employee who arrived earliest would unlock the two padlocks on 
the doors, tie the top door section back so it remained open, drag out the comic book and tabloid racks and tie 
them with a piece of twine to the metal railing behind the newsstand to prevent them from toppling over, and 
position the magazine board. If it was raining or snowing, we would pull out a few sheets of heavy, clear plastic 
that were stashed under the bottom shelf inside the stand, and clip them to the tabloid and comic racks to 
prevent our wares from becoming wet and weathered. There were also a few men's magazines that were clipped 
and hooked above the board and doorway. 
 
It took only about fifteen minutes to get the newsstand ready. A simple, wooden money drawer was built into 
the shelving in the center of the stand, at thigh level, and it contained a plastic, pull-out divider for coins and 
cash. There was only one cash compartment, so our policy was to put bigger bills on the bottom of the stack and 
one-dollar bills on the top. The drawer also held a pair of wire snips, which were crucial for cutting the wire, 
plastic or twine that held bundles of newspapers and magazines together. 
 



 

 

In those days, there were two daily Pittsburgh newspapers, the morning Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and in the 
afternoon, The Pittsburgh Press. The Post-Gazette was delivered to the newsstand at about six o'clock by a 
driver in a small black and yellow truck. The papers were bound in bundles of fifty (or twenty-five, if it was a 
thick edition) that were held together tightly by a thin piece of wire. The driver would pull up to the curb in 
front of the newsstand, toss a bundle or two onto the sidewalk, then drive off. We'd run out and retrieve them, 
grab the wire cutters from underneath the cash tray in the drawer, open the bundles, count the papers, and stack 
them on a shelf inside the stand, ready to sell.  
 
Early mornings were usually quiet and still. The streets were desolate except for a handful of early-shift workers 
beginning their days and overnight workers ending theirs. Even the buses and streetcars had only a few 
passengers. A few of these folks would buy the Post-Gazette and hang out and chat with us as they waited for 
their buses and streetcars. One guy managed an Isaly's store. Another was a young bus driver. A few were 
waitresses and kitchen help at local restaurants. There were also a couple of middle-aged guys who worked at 
the U.S. Steel plant on the South Side. They'd buy their papers and hang out until the streetcar arrived to 
transport them across the river to the mill. 
 
By seven-thirty, things exploded. People were everywhere. The parking lot behind us was nearly filled. When 
bus doors opened, passengers rushed off and many headed for our green box in search of headlines, final sports 
scores and stock quotes. An hour or so later, a red panel van from Triangle News, the McKees Rocks-based 
newspaper and magazine distributor, would roll up with our bundles of out-of-town papers. These included the 
New York Times, the Daily News, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, Cleveland Plain Dealer, and Racing 
Form. Because the morning rush was in progress and wouldn't start easing for another half-hour or so, the 
bundles would quickly be cut open and papers counted, stacked on shelves and sold. 
 
The Post-Gazette was indisputably our best-selling item during the morning rush. Often, you'd see someone 
digging in his pocket for change as he walked down Smithfield in our direction, and you knew he was going to 
buy. I'd grab a paper off the stack, snap it crisply in half and take the customer's money in one fluid motion. For 
many, especially the suit-and-tie guys and smartly dressed women, the reading material of choice was the Times 
or Journal. Pittsburgh in those days was a major corporate center. The local economy was good, then-Mayor 
Richard Caliguiri’s Pittsburgh Renaissance was in full swing, the establishment of suburban office parks (and 
the subsequent move of many companies out of the city) was still a few years off, and the downtown streets 
were continually bustling and busy. 
 
In addition to the walk-up customers we served, there were many cars that pulled up to our corner, their drivers 
rolling down their passenger-side windows and yelling for a paper. We'd run the paper to the car and make the 
transaction. Some of these customers showed their appreciation by telling us to keep the change, but many did 
not. We did a lot of running back and forth; that was something that never ended, no matter how busy traffic 
was. Sometimes, a bus would stop as well and the driver would open the pneumatic doors and yell for the paper. 
We were equal-opportunity media delivery people and we're glad to run a paper to the operator of any vehicle 
who requested one. 
 
There were a few papers that Triangle News didn't distribute in Pittsburgh--the Philadelphia Inquirer, Miami 
Herald, St. Petersburg Times, and Chicago Tribune, among them. But we did get a few calls for them. So, to 
take care of those customers, we subscribed to these papers in small quantities. Because they arrived by mail, it 
took a few days to get them--so we might have Monday's paper on Thursday. few days after the publication 
date. As soon as we got them, we folded and rubber-banded them and set them aside for the customers who had 
requested them. 
 



 

 

Each Tuesday was magazine and comic book day, which made for an even busier-than-usual morning rush. Our 
friends at Triangle News would bring the week's bundles, and as with the papers, we'd snip the plastic band 
around the bundles with the ever-present wire cutters and check the quantity of each publication against what 
was listed on the packing slip to ensure that the correct number had been delivered. Then we'd place the glossies 
in their appointed pockets in the newsstand, pull the old issues so they could be returned for credit, and hang 
one of each of the new issues with a binder clip somewhere on the green plywood panel that faced the street.  
 
One employee benefit that I enjoyed was being permitted to take comic books and magazines home for a few 
days to read, as long as I brought them back in the same pristine, sellable condition. No sign-in, sigh-out, just 
honor system. In those days, I read countless copies of borrowed comic books before someone else paid for and 
kept them. We carried a very wide variety and managed to fit them all into the wire comics rack next to the 
stand--everything from DC and Marvel superheroes to the Archie series to Gold Key titles such as Richie Rich. 
We even sold some weird comics, like Strange Tales from the Crypt. 
 
Comic books were as much fun to look through for the advertising as for the stories. There was a nice 
submarine for sale in some of the books for the paltry sum of six dollars. Only if you bothered to read the fine 
print, and who cared about that, really, did you realize that the sub was made of cardboard. The comics also 
advertised some really cool gag items, like X-Ray glasses.  
You could also send for live creatures like sea monkeys. Some of the books carried ads for things that were out 
of our reach. Half-page ads with drawings of roller coasters and Ferris Wheels beckoned readers to Palisades 
Amusement Park, where the season is now underway! Unfortunately, the park was located in New Jersey, not 
nearly as close as its local counterparts, Kennywood, West View and White Swan. 
 
Two magazines I read avidly were Mad and National Lampoon. Both appealed to my sense of humor and the 
Mad movie and television parody panels drawn by Mort Drucker are still a source of fascination to me. They 
were drawn so well that it seemed the guy must be superhuman. Lampoon, which started life as a humor 
publication at Harvard University, was created for a collegiate audience a few years older than I was at the time. 
But that's exactly what appealed to me: the humor writing, parodies and other features were clever and smart 
and sophisticated. 
 
With magazines and comic books counted and on display, things were relatively quiet on Wednesday and 
Thursday.  Then, Friday arrived and so did bundles of tabloids--or, as we referred to most of them, "scandal 
sheets." We'd go through the same routine with them as we did with the magazines and comics on Tuesday. The 
National Enquirer was the king of the sheets; it was delivered in a larger quantity than the others, far outsold 
the others and even had its own separate rack. But it was not the only scandal sheet. We also sold Midnight, 
Globe, Star, Examiner, and others. As anyone who's stood in a cashier's line at the supermarket knows, these 
publications get you to buy by combining dramatic headlines (which may or may not contain a grain of truth, 
but often contain more than a hint of scandal) and shocking photos. Then as now, celebrities, political figures 
and others, caught in flagrante delicto by the paparazzi, were exposed for the world to read about for thirty-five 
cents a copy.  
 
Although the scandal sheets accounted for many of the tabloids we sold, some customers had different tastes in 
reading material. The Sporting News, Rolling Stone (in its native tabloid format), and a rock music tabloid 
called Zoo World that was published out of Florida all arrived on their appointed Fridays. I read all three. 
Rolling Stone was still something of a counterculture publication, but the music articles and interviews were in-
depth and engaging. Zoo World was somewhat more commercial in tone, more pop than rock, but sill a fun read 
for a music fan. 
 



 

 

As with the early morning, rush hour brought its own eclectic assortment of people to the newsstand. One daily 
customer was a gregarious older man who wore snappy sport coats and ties, smoked a sweet-smelling pipe and 
had a speech pattern that caused him to keep repeating himself. Every morning he bought an assortment of 
newspapers. He would place his zippered suitcase atop the waist-high, yellow metal Post-Gazette newspaper 
box that was set to the right of our green wooden stand, unzip it, stash his papers inside, zip it up, and wait for 
his bus to McKeesport in the east suburbs. There he would deliver the papers to his bosses who were gamblers, 
perhaps at a private club. 
 
Another regular on many mornings was a blind man who would wait for his bus near the newsstand. There was 
once an article in the paper about him that described how he'd worked as a firefighter and lost his sight 
following an accident involving a high-pressure water hose. Following the accident, amazingly, he learned how 
to ski, using sound cues to navigate the mountain. 
 
One daily Times customer was a good-natured tall, patrician-looking fellow who always wore a raincoat and a 
dress hat. He looked like a character actor from an old movie, someone who would play a judge or a 
stockbroker, and spoke in a deep, mellifluous voice. I would greet him by name and he would respond with a 
mid-sentence pause, "Good morning . . . John." 
 
There was a cheerful, middle-aged African-American gentleman who stopped by daily. His elegant appearance-
-dark pinstriped suit, tie, gelled-back hair (that appeared to have a subtle orange tint), and thin mustache--
always made me think of bandleader Cab Calloway. He would greet us by saying, "Gentlemens, gentlemens,"  
which he pronounced as "gennimens,"then chat for a few minutes as he paid for his paper. 
 
We also enjoyed interacting with a group of four or five carpooling co-workers who would stop by every day on 
the way to their office, where they worked as draftsman. They were loud, rowdy and hilarious, poking fun at 
each other and joking with us. They made us laugh and we loved it. One day, one of the men told us that he was 
going to be interviewed on KDKA Radio that evening. It seems he'd had a gambling problem but kicked it, and 
now he was going to discuss his journey on the radio. I remember listening to him. 
 
Because we were only a block from Kaufmann's department store, which I'll talk more about later, we had a 
number of customers who were store employees. They ranged from women who worked at the cosmetic counter 
to Mr. Martin, a slight, skinny guy who sold consumer electronics at the store. One time, he won a stereo in 
some sort of sales contest and surprised me by giving it to me, still the box, unopened. 
 
I mention all the businessmen who bought papers from us. There were a number of women who stopped by as 
well, but we just didn't encounter many who were executives. That was a sign of the times. The women we did 
know were administrative assistants, waitresses, bank tellers, and the occasional business owner. The woman 
who worked as cashier at the parking lot next to the stand had an interesting story. She was an entertainer. 
When she wasn't taking tickets and making change, she acted in local television commercials; specifically, one 
for a local retail chain called Wander Appliances. Her onscreen character was based on DC Comics' popular 
Wonder Woman character. 
 
While you had to have a sense of humor to get through some days, it was also helpful to have caffeine. One 
thing that goes hand-in-hand with working on a downtown street corner in the early morning is that you drink a 
lot of coffee. Decades before coffee became a trendy beverage, I developed a taste for it. It was just what you 
did, starting the day with a cup of coffee, maybe two. There were a number of restaurants and coffee shops 
within a block or two of the newsstand, and all opened early, so we'd take turns making runs. The Doggery, a 
long-gone corner hot dog stand a block or so away at the corner of First and Smithfield, was one of our sources 



 

 

of caffeinated refreshment. We'd often buy donuts or crullers there as well. In those days I drank gallons of 
coffee, almost always black with no sugar. To this day, I don't use cream or sugar in coffee or tea. 
 
There were two other places we often visited for coffee, tea and breakfast. One was the Frank 'n Bun, a 
breakfast and lunch counter catty-corner from us, on the first floor of a large office building. It was owned by a 
man whose name actually was Frank, and who often stopped by the newsstand. Further down the street, on 
Smithfield between Fourth and Forbes avenues, was Marshall's Restaurant, where I enjoyed many excellent 
breakfasts and lunches, and from which I took out innumerable styrofoam cups of coffee and tea. 
 
This leads to a reasonable and appropriate question: after drinking all that coffee and tea, where do you go to 
the bathroom? Obviously, our tiny, cramped, wooden place of employment could barely contain us, much less a 
bathroom. So, the answer to that question is . . .  a lot of places. When you work in as Spartan a situation as we 
did, you find efficient and effective ways to address such issues. In my case, I became familiar with some of 
downtown Pittsburgh's finest necessary rooms as well as a few that weren't at all "fine" but did serve the 
purpose of "necessary." These included the bathroom in the parking garage across Fourth Avenue, a restaurant 
on the next block of Smithfield Street, and, occasionally, the rest facility on the mezzanine level of Kaufmann's 
department store. 
 
Thanks to the friendly janitor in the office building that housed the Frank 'n Bun, we received unfettered access 
to the rest room in the building's basement, which you could access via a narrow, dark back stairway. It was 
dark and dingy, and looked a little like a dungeon from a horror movie with its aged, dark wooden ceiling 
beams, unfinished brick walls and old, rickety door that hung (just barely) on shaky hinges and locked with a 
hook and eye. Seriously, if Dracula had a rest room below the main floor of his Transylvania estate, it would 
look just like this. Aesthetics aside, we greatly appreciated the janitor's kindness and took advantage of the 
opportunity when nature called. 
 
4. 
 
Owning a newsstand is anything but lucrative, and working at one is even far less so. When my weekly payday 
rolled around, Bob (not his real name) the owner would reach into the cash drawer, scoop out twenty or twenty-
five dollars and grudgingly hand it to me. It wasn't much but it was something. The owner was a grumpy old 
man who didn't like me at all. I disliked him as well, but we were stuck with each other for the time being, and 
hey, I had a little spending money.  
 
The only reason I had this job in the first place is because years before, my parents worked for Bob on 
weekends cleaning his office in Uptown, the inner-city Pittsburgh neighborhood in which we lived. He owned a 
small company through which he sold an assortment of religious books, mostly bibles and lives of the saints 
hardcover book sets with ornate covers and gilt-edged pages. Many of the bibles were huge and heavy, and 
probably not meant to be read, but look classy on a bookcase or coffee table. They were the kinds of bibles that 
featured a page for recording key family dates--weddings, baptisms, First Communions. Bob employed a few 
salesmen, and I really didn't know them, but from what I heard, Bob also made sales calls at one time, and he 
was the kind of "businessman" who hustled the naive and manipulated marks. 
 
Anyway, fast-forward a few years. I'm a freshman in high school and he opens the newsstand, My mom asked 
Bob if I could work there part-time and he agreed to hire me--reluctantly, I'm sure. Although he wasn't in any 
way a man of means--quite the opposite, in fact--he seemed to subscribe to the maxim that "image is 
everything." He bought and wore custom-fitted Brooks Brothers sports coats and expensive shoes, and drove a 
big Cadillac. Just like the guys in the movies, he carried a wad of bills in his pocket--which he would 
occasionally flash when he peeled off a single and send me to the Frank 'n Bun for a cup of coffee.  



 

 

 
He also dabbled in bookmaking, but not to the level of the big boys who were making huge payouts. He was 
strictly small time. Although the newsstand was a legit business, it also provided him with a front, and lots of 
guys who stopped by or hung out there made nominal bets. It wasn't just street guys, either, but people from all 
walks of life. I never partook, nor could I afford to, but on many occasions someone would quietly hand him a 
slip of paper and a few bucks, which he'd then hand to me along with the keys to his Cadillac. That was my sign 
to go find his car in the adjacent parking lot and hide the money and slip under the front floor mat.  
 
5. 
 
Although I didn't earn a lot of money working at the newsstand, I did get an education that was far different 
than the one I later received in college. In truth, the experience of working there was positive in many ways, 
especially as it exposed me to a lot of valuable experiences at a young age. I learned a lot about 
entrepreneurship and business, met a wide and diverse range of people and became very familiar with what was 
then one of the country's major centers of commerce. While many of my high school peers had after-school and 
summer jobs that kept them closer to home, I spent every day in the middle of the action. When you work on a 
very busy street corner in the center of town, you see everything--the good, the bad, the ugly, the fascinating, 
the repellant, and occasionally the scary. In some cases you see--as they say in television promos--news as it 
happens. After a while it all becomes commonplace and familiar, and you realize at a certain point the amount 
of street-level education you've absorbed. And every day, you’re meeting a wide and diverse mix of people, 
from high-level achievers to those who are hopelessly down and out, and everyone in between. 
 
We live in a celebrity culture today, one in which many people follow the lives of the rich and famous, but I can 
tell you from extensive personal experience that some of the most fascinating people you'll ever meet are those 
who aren't rich, famous or connected. They're the everyday people you pass on the street. Everyone has his or 
her own unique personality and backstory, and if you take the time to connect with them, you'll have a far more 
interesting experience that you could ever get from "reality" TV. I mentioned a few of them previously, but 
there were many, many others. 
 
One of our daily customers was a Pennsylvania Supreme Court justice who at the time was very high-profile. 
After spending much of the day in his chambers, he'd leave the courthouse and walk in the direction of the 
downtown YMCA, where he enjoyed playing racquetball. On the way, he'd stop by the newsstand for a paper 
and a chat. He was a sincerely nice man with an engaging personality and, over time, we developed a personal 
friendship. A few years later, when I was in my freshman year of college, I goofed off a little too much, got 
uncharacteristically bad grades and was placed on academic probation. The justice was nice enough to write a 
letter on my behalf to the dean of students to assure her that I would buckle down and get serious about school. 
Subsequently, I made the Dean's List. 
 
Another public figure who discovered our little wooden box and actually made his regular hangout was retired 
Pittsburgh Pirate Pie Traynor, considered by many the greatest third baseman to play the game. His baseball-
playing days long past when I knew him, Traynor was a tall, distinguished, white-haired man who always wore 
suits and could have easily been mistaken for a corporate executive. He'd stop by, check out the paper and shoot 
the breeze with whomever happened to be working that day. When people recognized and approached him, he 
was kind and gracious, always glad to exchange pleasantries or sign an autograph. At this time, in the early 
1970s, he was familiar to a new generation of fans as the television spokesman for American Heating Company. 
Each Saturday afternoon he appeared on WIIC-TV's (now WPXI)  Studio Wrestling alongside host Bill Cardille 
and shout American Heating's familiar tag line to the camera and the viewing audience at home, "Who can? 
Amer-i-can!" Although the "legend" label easily fit him like one of the gloves he used to wear when playing 
ball, on the corner he was just one of the guys. On more than one occasion, a passerby or someone driving by 



 

 

would recognize him and shout, "Who can?" He always responded "Amer-i-can!" with the same level of 
enthusiasm. 
 
But everyone I met on that corner wasn't a picture of success. On the other end of the spectrum, I observed 
firsthand what alcoholism and desperation can do to a person. The boss received near-daily visits from a 
middle-aged, unkempt guy with greasy hair. He showed up mainly on oppressively hot summer afternoons 
reeking of booze, his ruddy face a map of deep valleys and crevasses. He was, apparently, always broke. He 
never bought anything from us, but begged each day for a dollar or two from the boss, who would say no at 
first. But after some back-and-forth about the summer heat, how dry he was and how much he really needed a 
beer, he would always be given a couple dollars, which I assume he took to Jimmy's Post Tavern a few blocks 
Down the street. The boss kept the guy's tab written in pencil on one of the wooden slats that held magazines at 
the back of the top shelf--a dollar here, three dollars there. Whether the guy ever paid back his debt I have no 
idea. 
 
Maybe the boss had a soft spot for addicts. One of my co-workers, Sam (not his real name) was a tall, thin, 
forty-something, down-on-his-luck Irishman who lived with his mother and stepfather (also a downtown paper 
salesman) in an apartment on the North Side. He also had a brother, or stepbrother, who looked exactly like 
Dustin Hoffmann's character in Midnight Cowboy. I never met him, but you'd see him walking down the street 
wearing a pair of dark sunglasses.Although Sam spent much of his nominal salary on after-work beers at the 
East Ohio Street taverns he frequented, he was, when sober, a genuinely great guy, fun to be around, a diligent 
worker, and a good conversationalist with a terrific sense of humor. But--being a practicing alcoholic, he often 
didn't show up to work for a few days at a time. On one hand, we'd miss him being around when he was on a 
bender because, as I say, we liked the guy and enjoyed working with him. On the other hand, his unplanned 
absences created more work for us. A few of the customers caught on to this situation, and when they'd stop for 
their papers and not see Sam, they'd cast a knowing glance. As for the boss, he would simply look the other way 
when this happened, and he never really confronted him. It's wasn't easy to find good, reliable workers in our 
line of work, and when Sam was there, he was a hard worker. 
 
Not everyone I interacted with was a co-worker or customer. There were a lot of acquaintances to be made on 
the street, people you'd see all the time and get to know in a casual way. There was the uniformed security 
guard who kept an eye on the office building across the street; the pair of Jewish salesmen who worked the 
sidewalk in front of Johnston's and Broff's, two jewelry stores on the next block; and an African-American guy 
maybe a few years older than me who worked with his father in another jewelry business. We saw each other 
often on the street and always said hello to each other. But he apparently didn't know my name because he 
always called me "my man," even when yelling it from across the street. 
 
One of the more quirky people who used to come around was an amputee who bought out-of-state newspapers. 
He was always hyper and in a hurry, not particularly friendly and would hold his folded papers under what 
remained of his one upper arm. I wasn't there at the time, but Sam once told me that the first time he 
encountered the guy, he hadn't immediately noticed that the man was an amputee. As the customer brashly 
reached past Sam into the newsstand to grab his newspapers, rather than asking for them, Sam remarked, 
"That's a good way to lose an arm." Well, that comment stopped the customer dead in his tracks, and it was at 
that point that Sam noticed the missing arm and immediately realized that he'd said the wrong thing. 
 
Other downtown news dealers would regularly stop by the newsstand. Unlike us, they didn't have walk-in 
sheds. In those days, before the dawn of coin-operated newspaper vending boxes, papers were sold by actual 
people standing in front of small, yellow metal newsstands that were placed on busy corners all over town by 
the Press and Post-Gazette. As I mentioned earlier, there was one next to our green box. They were simply built, 
but very heavy and sturdy, about four or five feet wide. Each metal stand had a solid top and a strong wire mesh 



 

 

shelf that held papers about a foot off the ground. The top of the stand had a two-inch hole at front-center to 
accommodate a patio umbrella. 
 
All of the downtown newspaper dealers who ran these stands were old men, Sam's stepfather Andy among 
them. For Sam and Andy, it was the family business. The yellow metal stand in regular operation closest to us 
was parked a block away, on Smithfield Street at the corner of Forbes Avenue in front of the Sun Drug store. 
That one was the permanent domain of Max, a compact, muscular guy with a fringe of gray hair around a 
tanned, bald dome who was said to be a former boxer. He had the requisite boxer's flattened nose and a vaguely 
southern-sounding accent, and always wore white t-shirts that accentuated his biceps. He seemed to me to be a 
happy-go-lucky guy and was always laughing and joking, but I wouldn't be surprised if I'd learned that he'd 
been in a few scrapes outside the ring in his younger days. He struck me as utterly streetwise. 
 
6. 
 
Working downtown every day and exploring it at every opportunity, I came to know it like the back of my 
hand. I spent many hours walking up one street, down the next and wandering in and out of buildings, stores 
and shops. When I took the bus into town, I'd exit at one of three or four stops that were on Penn Avenue and 
walk several blocks across town to Smithfield. Along the way, there was a lot to see, hear and experience. 
 
Among the common downtown sights and sounds, especially on warm summer days, were those of the Hare 
Krishna members who wore colorful, sheer pastel robes as they danced, chanted and played their tambourines 
and finger cymbals for throngs of lunchtime passersby in front of the former Kaufmann's department store on 
Fifth Avenue. The females in the group looked like young hippie chicks, while the men sported shaved heads. 
And It wasn't only the Hare Krishas who congregated on the sidewalk in front of Kaufmann's. Mounted on the 
store's exterior wall about ten feet up on the Fifth and Smithfield corner was a large clock that has long served 
as a meeting landmark for friends, dates and others. The phrase "Meet me under the Kaufmann's clock" has 
likely been uttered hundreds if not thousands of times over the years. 
 
Kaufmann's was a huge, grand department store built by Pittsburgh businessman Edgar J. Kaufmann. It was 
initially established in 1871 as a small men's store on the city's South Side, but in 1877, the store greatly 
expanded its product line and moved across the Monongahela River to what would be its longtime downtown 
flagship store. Back in the early-20th century, long before suburban shopping malls and even the suburbs 
themselves began to dot the landscape beyond the city limits, Kaufmann's was one of seven department stores 
serving downtown shoppers, and the most prominent. In my newsstand days, I spent hours wandering around 
Kaufmann's and, a few years later, while a student at Duquesne University during the late-1970s, I often walked 
from campus to the store and killed time there when I had long breaks between classes. 
 
As frenetic as the pace always was on the sidewalks outside Kaufmann's, there was even more activity inside. 
Entering the store from the street through its huge, polished brass-and-glass doors (which were located on three 
sides of the building, on Fifth Avenue, Forbes Avenue and Smithfield Street), you emerged onto a huge main 
sales floor on which long glass merchandise cases, sales counters and accessory racks displayed handbags, 
cosmetics, perfumes and colognes, and racks, hats, scarves and other items. Female sales clerks in dark business 
suits and identifiable by their name badges, managed the various areas that, connected by wide aisles arranged 
in a grid pattern, accommodated throngs of shoppers. A popular lunchtime destination for downtown office 
workers, Kaufmann's encompassed twelve floors of retail space. Although the store had modern elevators and 
escalators, in a few far corners you could still move between floors via narrow, rickety wooden escalators that 
were installed many decades before. 
 



 

 

While summer brought the chanting Hare Krishnas to the Kaufmann's sidewalk and substantial sales to the 
swimwear department, late fall brought the Christmas season. During early December, the sidewalks and aisles 
teemed with people lugging shopping bags. For longtime city dwellers like me, Christmas shopping isn't 
Christmas shopping if it's not accompanied by walks along the windy, frigid downtown Pittsburgh streets, 
trudging from store to store, as holiday songs play and Salvation Army staffers ring their bells and man their 
kettles on the corners.  
 
Like Kaufmann's, Horne's and Gimbel's saw a lot of holiday activity. All three played important roles in what 
was a longstanding and, presently bygone, downtown December tradition: the KDKA Radio department store 
window broadcasts. Every December, each of the three department stores would provide a week's worth of 
ground-floor window space to day-long live broadcasts by the station, which was raising funds for Children' 
Hospital. Passersby could stop, buy a "farkleberry" pastry and a cup of coffee and see their favorite radio 
personalities up-close and in-person just beyond the glass. There was a microphone outside the window as well, 
and parents and children with coffee cans of cash would line up to tell Jack Bogut or Art Pallan how they 
helped raise funds to support the effort. 
 
In addition to serving as base camp for Kaufmann's, Smithfield Street offered other interesting attractions. The 
main Mellon Bank building directly across Fifth Avenue had a cavernous first floor on which tellers attended to 
customers amid splendidly deigned, turn-of-the-century appointments. Further down the street, you could stop 
at Mellon Square, an outdoor, block-wide park that was a favorite destination of downtown workers who 
enjoyed lunch amid the square's fountains and waterfalls. Gimbel's department store, just a few steps away at 
Sixth and Smithfield, was similar to Kaufmann's and, having been built in 1917, was nearly as old. Unlike 
Kaufmann's though, it didn't have local roots; rather, it was an outpost of the pioneering New York City store of 
the same name. I seem to recall that the interior wasn't as brightly lit nor as aesthetically welcoming as 
Kaufmann's, so I didn't visit it with nearly as much frequency. 
 
Continuing down Smithfield, one of the attractions for many teenagers of my generation sat at the corner of 
Seventh Avenue and Smithfield Street. On the first floor of the Chamber of Commerce Building was KQV, the 
top 40 radio station that was, for years, the most popular music station in the city. Back then, neither radio nor 
music charts were nearly as categorized and segmented as they are today, so a KQV listener could hear rock, 
pop, R&B, and even some country songs with broad appeal played one after the other.  The air studio's street-
side wall was a large picture window that allowed you to watch the DJs play records and do their patter while 
listening via an outside speaker. 
 
Much of my time away from the newsstand was spent running around Forbes and Fifth avenues in the area 
below Wood Street near Market Square, an open-air parklet that was once the site of a public market house, the 
Diamond Market, which was demolished in 1961. The downtown portion of Forbes Avenue that led to the 
market was named Diamond Street until the city's Bicentennial Celebration in 1958, when the name was 
changed to Forbes Avenue. 
 
On Forbes, just before Market Square, a National Record Mart store was nestled in the middle of the block 
between Standard Sportswear, a men's clothing store, and a George Aiken rotisserie chicken restaurant. 
National Record Mart was an independent, locally owned retail store chain with stores throughout the city. The 
Forbes Avenue store had two separate, connected sections, each with its own street entrances. The left side was 
a combination book and classical music store filled with paperbacks and record albums. There was also a 
window in the back where you could buy tickets for rock concerts and other events. The right section of the 
store sold albums, 45s, posters, and related items.  
 



 

 

In addition to providing an outlet for browsing and buying the latest hits, NRM was where you went to pick up 
KQV Radio hit parades, the free weekly top-40 song surveys published by the station. A few years later, after 
KQV converted to an all-news format, 13Q, the new popular hit radio station in town, began publishing its own 
free music surveys and placing them on the NRM counter.  
 
In those days, during the early post-Beatles era, top-40 radio played a diverse and eclectic assortment of songs 
that provided the soundtrack to our teenage years, but would be difficult to imagine in the same rotation today. 
Pop, rock, R&B, country, easy listening, and even the occasional instrumental could be heard on our local 
stations. Many songs received a ton of top-40 airplay in Pittsburgh including "Anticipation" by Carly Simon, "I 
Am Woman" by Helen Reddy, "Crocodile Rock" (and many other early hits) by Elton John, "Long Train 
Runnin'" by the Doobie Brothers, "Photograph" by Ringo Starr, "Nice to Be With You" by Gallery, "How Do 
You Do" by Mouth and McNeal, "The Most Beautiful Girl" by Charlie Rich, "American Pie" by Don McLean. 
Soul groups like the Stylistics, Chi-Lites and singers like Al Green also had radio-friendly hits. There were also 
novelty records that did well, including the locally produced "Convention '72" by the Delegates (Pittsburgh 
record producers Nick Cenci and Nick Kouseleos) that featured an announcer asking questions of contemporary 
political figures. The responses were snippets from current hit songs. 
 
If you walked out of National Record Mart and turned right, you'd find yourself in the entranceway of Standard 
Sportswear, a Forbes Avenue fixture for years and one of a number of Jewish-owned clothiers scattered around 
downtown. It was also a favorite destination of my mother's, who would take me there to purchase shirts and 
pants at the end of summer before a new school began. When today's teens need clothes, they head straight to 
the mall. In my era, you went downtown. While walking around lower Forbes Avenue, I would sometimes see 
one of the sales guys from Standard Sportswear standing in front of the store as if to beckon people inside. I 
didn't know his name, but he had dark hair and a mustache, and always wore a gold chain with a Jewish chai 
medal over his shirt and tie. He occasionally stopped by the newsstand. 
 
Bookending National Record Mart on the right was a George Aiken's restaurant, one of several in the city. 
Immediately recognizable to locals by its white tile facade, green lettering and yellow detailing. George Aiken's 
was a homegrown restaurant chain that opened its first location in Oakland in 1962 and soon expanded into 
other neighborhoods. A small, no-frills place that served comfort foods like Salisbury steak and macaroni and 
cheese, George Aiken's was primarily known for its rotisserie-broiled chicken, a Pittsburgh favorite. The 
cooking chicken rotated on spindles in the restaurant's window, tempting hungry passersby. When you walked 
into the restaurant, you'd immediately be hit in the face with the glorious scent of spit-broiled chicken and the 
deal was sealed. 
 
Across Forbes Avenue from National Record Mart stood the G. C. Murphy 5 & 10 store that occupied half a 
city block and had entrances on Forbes and Fifth avenues. Like National Record Mart, Murphy's was split into 
two sections with separate entrances. On the left side, bordering Market Square, a big, bright neon sign on the 
building's corner pointed to the New Diamond Market's main entrance. Near the entrance stood another green 
newsstand that was not of the walk-in variety, but a wide box with an angled, hinged top that opened to reveal 
its selection of papers, magazines and more. As with our corner, this one was usually noisy and busy, with a 
group of guys congregating around the news box and discussing the issues of the day. The corner was alive with 
the persistent sound of delivery trucks dropping their rear gates and clattering hand trucks filled with fresh 
produce being wheeled into the market and the nearby Oyster House restaurant, while the air filled with the 
smells of axle grease, exhaust and fruit. Inside the New Diamond Market, customers at a dozen meat and cheese 
counters shouted orders to butchers for sliced corned beef, pastrami and items. 
 
I often entered the building through the Murphy's door, which led directly to the incense counter. Incense was a 
popular item in the 1970s, and here one could buy sticks and cones with such exotic names as sandalwood and 



 

 

jasmine, along with boxes of charcoal and burners in a variety of shapes, from little brass cups to tiny Buddha 
statues. 
 
Murphy's sold, it seemed, everything. As you walked through the massive store, you'd see plants next to 
household items, office supplies next to Halloween costumes and greeting cards next to my favorite section, a 
small area surrounded by six-foot partitions where music was sold. Here, you could buy your favorite music on 
records (long-playing albums, 45 singles) or in one of the newer magnetic tape formats (eight-tracks, cassettes)-
-as well as cases and boxes for storing them. The most popular case styles were the round, plastic ones with a 
handle on top that allowed you to stack your 45s on a spindle, and the fiberboard one with a hinged lid that 
accommodated sleeved 45s. Always in demand were the ubiquitous plastic adapters you needed to play your 
45s on a phonograph. 
 
As top-40 radio listeners to KQV and 13Q, we tended to buy our records as singles rather than albums, buying 
the latest hit by Elton John or Alice Cooper and leaving the longer-playing records to the kids a few years older 
who preferred album-oriented rock by, say, Pink Floyd or Led Zeppelin. Because the record companies were 
flush with cash at that time, many singles were pressed that did not sell. An intriguing attraction of the Murphy's 
record department was a small table that featured bundles of 45s in plastic wrap, maybe six for a dollar. 
Because the packages were sealed, you could only read the labels on the two records that bookended the 
selection. Occasionally, one of the outside records was one you wouldn't mind having, so you'd take a chance 
and invest a buck. I seem to remember seeing a lot of Neil Diamond singles on the outside of those stacks. 
 
Just as it had two entrances on the Forbes Avenue side (three if you count the New Diamond Market), Murphy's 
had two on Fifth Avenue as well. In front of one  was a Pittsburgh Pirates ticket office whose exterior was 
wallpapered with eight-by-ten glossies of players on the current roster. Next to the other entrance sat an old, 
blind black man who was a downtown fixture for many years. A large, beat-up radio sat on his lap playing 
music, and an ancient wooden sign telling people that his eyes had been "shot out in the mines" hung on a thin 
rope around his neck like a large, rectangular medallion. Kind pedestrians would often throw change into his 
cup. 
 
7. 
 
Back at the newsstand, the pace was generally slow but steady following the lunchtime rush. The afternoon 
paper, The Pittsburgh Press, was on the shelf by this time. The Press was a Scripps-Howard paper that bore the 
publisher's recognizable lighthouse logo in the upper-left corner of the masthead. Long before anyone knew that 
there would one day be a twenty-four-hour news cycle or even local radio stations solely devoted to news, the 
Press was the city's print connection to reportage about the events that had taken place since the last edition of 
the Post-Gazette had been printed. 
 
Like the Post-Gazette, the Press employed journalists who turned in excellent work, and columnists who wrote 
scintillating pieces. It also ran syndicated columns by such national writers as Mike Royko and Bob Greene, 
both out of Chicago. Founded in 1886, nearly a hundred years after the launch of the paper that would one day 
be known as the Post-Gazette, the Press was, for a time, one of two afternoon newspapers. In 1960, the Post-
Gazette bought the other afternoon paper, the Sun-Telegraph, resulting in the city having one morning and one 
afternoon paper for many years. 
 
As the afternoon wore on, shoppers who had taken public transportation into town earlier in the day began 
appearing with their bags at the bus stop for the trip home. Early shift workers were finishing up their days as 
well. By mid-afternoon, the gamblers would begin stopping at the stand to ask what the day's number was. One 
day, A co-worker showed me how to calculate the number using information from the Press' finance pages. 



 

 

 
Although street gambling has always been a popular activity, it went legit in 1971 when State of Pennsylvania 
introduced its own lottery. It started with pre-printed tickets, which we sold at the newsstand. Eventually, 
"instant" scratch-off tickets were also available and before long, the Daily Number was established with a 
televised nightly drawing. In time, our little green wooden box underwent an expansion and a separate, six-foot-
wide wooden extension--in essence, another newsstand--was built adjoining the original structure. The new 
lottery booth was outfitted with a bulky CRT monitor and keyboard that was connected to the state's lottery 
computer by a phone line, a dot-matrix printer with a heavy plastic cover, and a telephone with a land line. The 
new booth had a side entrance for employees and a small front window and ledge through which customers 
placed their orders. There was a constant long line at the window, and often it wrapped around the booth. Some 
people visited every day with long lists of numbers to play and stood there reciting them, one after another, fifty 
straight and fifty boxed, a dollar straight and a dollar boxed, until the full order had been placed and tickets 
were generated. Each waited his or her turn, then walked away with a pocketful of lottery tickets and dreams of 
riches.  
 
Next door at the newsstand, change was constant. By that I mean we were always being paid in denominations 
that required giving change to customers. Even the local newspapers, which cost fifteen cents, were often paid 
for with quarters. When someone bought multiple items, we'd add the numbers in our heads, give the amount 
and make change. Because of the fast pace, especially during the rush times, we had to do this quickly. 
 
One of the newsstand's employees would often give me several paper dollars and send me directly across the 
street to the main branch of Dollar Savings Bank to buy rolls of quarters, dimes and nickels. I'd most often go 
into the bank through the unobtrusive, nondescript Smithfield Street entrance, which, though on a main 
thoroughfare, was actually the bank's side door. There, I'd walk up a short ramp to the teller area. In contrast to 
this, the bank's main entrance on the much quieter Fourth Avenue welcomed visitors in grand fashion, with a 
large set of cement steps flanked by a pair of larger-than-life lion statues that guarded the bank's immense front 
doors. The entrance opened directly into the bank's first floor, where its high ceilings, dark wood and huge 
circle of marble teller windows let you know that that you were in the presence of serious money. 
 
8. 
 
Newsstand days could be long, and despite the interesting experiences, often boring. When things were slow, I'd 
flip through one of the papers or magazines until a customer arrived. I've always been an avid reader, so this 
was a good way to pass the time. As newspapers go, I wouldn't miss an opportunity to page through The New 
York Times or the Daily News when the opportunity presented itself. For reasons I can't explain I was 
fascinated by New York, although at this time I had not yet visited the city. Years later, I would travel there 
often. 
 
The Times embodied journalistic authority; I guess that's why it's called the paper of record. One look at the 
front page, with its crowded, text-heavy layout and headlines set in upper-case letters, and you knew that this 
was a newspaper for serious readers. It was a thick paper, too, with substantial content and a tone that was dead-
serious. Important people, achievers, read this paper. Most of our Times customers dressed nicely and probably 
had good jobs. The Times appealed to their sober sense of business. A man--or woman--needed to know what 
was going on in the world and the Times delivered that information. 
 
The Times wasn't only about business and world affairs, though. It had a heck of an entertainment section, and 
I, a devoted movie buff, loved perusing the paper's coverage of what was playing at what theaters, features 
about the films and interviews with the actors and directors who made them. Also, New York was the home 



 

 

base for a number of prominent filmmakers, so I supposed the Times had a vested interest in providing above-
average coverage of the industry. 
 
Then, there was the Daily News, New York's primary tabloid that changed its name to the Sunday News once a 
week. The Daily News was the workingman's newspaper; accessible, fun to flip through and colorful with an 
outer comics section that wrapped the thing together. In contrast to the Times, the News presented its stories in 
a hard-boiled street style that reflected its journalists' flush-out-a-story approach. The paper's skilled writers, 
guys like Jimmy Breslin and Pete Hamill, walked the streets, drank in bars, had clandestine meeting with 
sources, scrawled notes on their pads, and, ultimately, sat at typewriters and cranked out their prose. I make it 
sound romantic but to me, it still is. Going after the story, then telling it.  
 
Which begs the question: What would you do if there were no papers? Occasionally, there would be a labor 
strike at one of the Pittsburgh papers. Remember, the Post-Gazette and the Press shared a downtown building, 
so a strike meant that there would be no locally printed news until it was settled. When these rare occurrences 
took place, they lasted for weeks and even months, so other media outlets would try to fill in the gaps. The local 
television stations, of which only three of the five at the time had newscasts, would scroll death notices on the 
screen as soft music played. At WIIC, Channel 11, announcer and weatherman Don Riggs would read the 
comics accompanied by his puppet sidekick Willie the Duck, whom Riggs voiced. The viewers would get a 
little extra in their newscasts, but for those of us whose income depended on having actual newspapers to sell, 
we had to quickly find an alternative source of revenue. 
 
As it turned out, the answer was in Greensburg, Westmoreland County, about an hour east of Pittsburgh, where 
that city's daily paper, the Tribune-Review, was as close to a local paper as it got in our area,  
 
The boss found a couple of young, enterprising local guys who planned to bring large quantities of the Tribune-
Review to downtown Pittsburgh each day, so we newsies would have something to provide to customers who 
wanted local news in a form they could hold and read. And provide it we did, at a marked-up, premium price. 
Copies of the Tribune-Review flew off the shelves. Customers got their news, we made a little money and 
everyone was happy.  
 
Then the boss had another idea--let's expand our operation. Across the street from the stand, in front of the 
Frank & Bun, was a yellow metal newspaper stand that wasn't being used. So I was given a stack of Tribs and 
told to hawk them across the street. At this point, I became a pitchman and a carnival barker as I stood there 
holding the paper and shouting to pedestrians to "buy today's paper!" I was like a character in an old Jimmy 
Cagney movie. With each sale, I would deftly fold the paper in half with a quick, firm snap, accept payment, 
then do it all again. When I sold all my papers, I would be given more to sell.  
 
Being a solo paper salesman wasn't half bad. Standing there for hours, I had lots of conversations with 
customers and street people alike, occasionally glancing across the street to see what was happening at the main 
newsstand. Watching the constant flow of pedestrian traffic, I tried to figure out who the various people were 
and where they were going. Lots of very pretty women in business attire (at this age, I was very aware of female 
beauty). Men in suits, smoking pipes. Shoppers from the suburbs. Down-on-their-luck individuals. It was an 
eclectic mix.  
 
9. 
 
The morning scene I described earlier, with the rush hour crowds and the public transportation, was somewhat 
repeated during the late afternoon. Only, instead of seeing freshly scrubbed executives with spring in their steps 
on their way to attack the business day, I saw tired, worn-out commuters with loosened ties and wrinkled shirts 



 

 

who just wanted to buy the Press, get on their buses or go to their cars, and go home. The sidewalk was always 
jammed with a sea of people. For us, it was busy, but as the clock turned we knew that it was only a matter of a 
short time until we would be done for the day as well.  
 
Just as the newsstand opened at six each morning, it closed at six every evening, seven days a week. The 
magazines above the door would be taken down. The magazine board would be brought inside. The racks of 
comic books and scandal sheets would be fitted into the narrow space between the front wall and the shelves. If 
it was winter, the space heater would be unplugged. The lottery booth would be shuttered. And finally, the front 
door of the newsstand would be closed for the night with the click of a heavy-duty padlock. Until tomorrow. 
 
10. 
 
Today, the newsstand is long-gone. It went out of business a few decades ago and the wooden shed itself was 
dismantled and hauled away. The ground was broken on that block and Oxford Center, a glass-and-steel 
skyscraper was built where the newsstand and parking lot used to be. 
 
Opus One, the stereo store in whose alcove I used to stuff the Sunday New York Times, was closed just as long 
ago. There’s a restaurant in its place as of this writing. Ditto the Frank ‘n Bun across the street. It’s still a diner, 
but the name and owners are different. 
 
The streetcars that used to roll down Smithfield Street on embedded tacks were retired long ago. There’s a 
trolley museum in Washington, PA, about a half-hour south of Pittsburgh where you can still see them. There’s 
also a retired streetcar on view in the entrance of the Senator John Heinz History Center, and one has been 
retrofitted with a dining area at The Spaghetti Warehouse, a few blocks from the History Center. 
 
National Record Mart, Murphy’s 5 & 10 and the New Diamond Market were closed in recent years. PNC Bank 
bought the real estate on those blocks and is making significant changes.  
 
And corner newsstands? Well, at least in downtown Pittsburgh, they are no more. The green boxes and yellow 
tin stands were removed a long time ago. There are walk-in stores that sell papers and magazines (along with a 
lot of other merchandise), including Smithfield News, which was our only real competitor back then. In fact, 
newspapers themselves are having a tough go of it these days thanks to the quantity and immediacy of news 
available around the clock on cable television and the Internet.  
 
Once a familiar sight, the corner paper-sellers have become part of what the late talk show host Doug Hoerth, 
used to call "Americana--things that were but are no more." 
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